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This issue of Morris Matters could not avoid the Olympics - but what a range - from the dancer who set out to
dance the Olympic route [not exactly following the flame - but all the way from Athens to London, with a few
diversions!] through the Mollympics of the Norwich Kitwitches to the Rapperlympics in London. Andy, our
artist, meanwhile, avoided all reference to the Olympics and instead produced the wonderful cover to keep
you amused while waiting for a train to arrive or a traffic queue to go (the key is on inside back cover) . With
less than 2 weeks to go, there is a sudden interest in having Morris displays but most of us are off on our
holidays, going to festivals and/or acting as volunteers; right at the start, the 3 organisations mooted getting
morris into the Olympic activities and it was vetoed - what a shame .
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MORRIS MATTERS?
The summer musings of Long Lankin
The only thing missing from the title of this journal is the question mark. I have often
mentioned this to the editor but she gives me a long suffering look, a sigh of resignation
and then one of those smiles you give small, irritating children before you pat them on
the head and tell them to go and play on the motorway.
But the question remains ..:.Does Morris matter? There are lots of people who live their
lives quite happily knowing nothing about Morris and caring even less. Earlier this year
my daughter took a friend to Hastings for the Jack-in-the-Green.
She thought it was
wonderful and told me all about her impressions of it. "They have nothing like this where
I live" she said. I asked where that was: "Whitstable!" she replied. It seemed a shame
to point out that Oyster and a number of other excellent teams had paraded and danced
there on the very same day.
Similarly, as a side struts its stuff outside a local pub you will hear people saying things
even as they pocket the
like "You don't see Morris dancing much these days"
programme that shows the busy dancing schedule the side has over the summer. They
may even have been at the school fete the previous weekend that the same side danced
at - they were just never in the right place at the right time and so it doesn't exist (if
nobody hears or sees the tree fall has it fallen?).
Morris is seen as something esoteric, strange but familiar and slightly unreal. At one
level people like to see it but at another wouldn't miss it if it was not there. Like bellringing it is part of the modern rural idyll that only exists on "The Archers" or "Midsomer
Murders". It is useful to liven up a school fete or a wedding to give people something to
watch while waiting for the fancy dress parade for the photographers to finish but it has
no real meaning. People don't even go to the Jack-in-the-Green festival to watch the
Morris dancing - they go for the wider spectacle and atmosphere, the whole experience .
Morris may be a central part of it but that is only because Morris dancers organise it and
have made it so.
Let's be honest: if Morris did matter it would have had a central role to play in the
Olympics opening pageant (as I am writing this in June I could still be proved wrong,
though if so it would rank alongside the whereabouts of Lord Lucan as one of the best
kept secrets of modern times). Life is possible without Morris dancing.
In the great scheme of things Morris doesn't matter. Like all the big ifs in history it
makes little difference one way or the other: England was already well on the way to
being "Normanised" before William ever set foot on soil at Pevensey and if the American
colonies had not rebelled in 1776 they would have done at some later date - probably in
the early C19 t h when Brita in abolished the slavery within the Empire . England today
would not be any different if Morris had never developed as a dance style.
On the other hand it matters to some. Otherwise I would not be writing this, you would
not be reading it and this journal would not be published. As my Great Uncle Zakariah
often said (usually just before he fell out the pub door) ''There is life, then there is
football and then there is Morris".
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Uncle Zak was a famed football hooligan of his day and for many years was the scourge
of the local Sunday league. However he always thought of his hooliganism as simply a
way of keeping his hand in, as a way of keeping fit over the winter for the summer
dancing season. He found it particularly useful for practising his stick throwing and
handling skills which always came in handy when he had to make the collection after a
dance.
Few people today would go as far as Uncle Zak (he went all the way to Australia before
they finally caught up with him) but there are people for whom Morris dancing is not
only important but is pivotal to their lives . These divide themselves into three types:
the politicos, the techies and the zealots.
The politicos immerse themselves in the running of Morris, the past
machinations of the three different Morris organisations and the rise and fall
individual Morris sides.
For these people their involvement is about
exercising power, formally or informally.
On the other hand they can
bag men.

and current
and splits of
gaining and
make good

Then there are the techies who will bore you to death in the pub explaining how
Adderbury differs from Bledington; why a particular side isn't dancing Bampton properly.
They are driven by a search for and desire to pass on their arcane knowledge and their
Holy Grail is to know the true origin of the Morris dance. Fortunately they are as likely
to seek to perfect their own dancing and they do make good, though demanding,
foremen.
The zealots have an almost religious belief in Morris and anyone who disagrees with their
interpretation either by dancing a different style or belonging to one of the "other"
organisations, is to be cast out as a heretic. These people can make dedicated dancers
but you might have to invent some cod-history about the mystic meaning of the dance
to really motivate them.
All three types were wonderfully stereotyped and ridiculed in "Morris: A life with bells on"
which brings me to think that the real reason Morris matters is as the butt of jokes. We
have a strange tradition of belittling the things we value, whether it is our spouses, our
democracy or our hobbies. We have this idea that we cannot be seen to care about
something. The fact that Morris dance is joked about in cartoons, sketch shows and
sitcoms should be something to celebrate. It shows that it is still in the public mind - it
is a cultural reference point and these little nudges and elbow digs are really a form of
endearment.
So, the next time you are out dancing and somebody shouts "Which one is Maurice?" or
"Show us your bells!" embrace it as a complement, celebrate that you are being noticed
and not ignored. They love you really!

Long Lankin
June 2012
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Olympie Dance Marathon - a Morris Dancer's Story
"Tfie cfance re[ay from ..'A.ncientO[ymyia to tfie mocfern O[ymyics in Loncfon
wi {{ 6e a 2000 mi {e cfia{{enge fo {{owing an a{ignment of ancient ana sacr ea
sites /i,nown as tlie .'Ayo{(o axis. Wit Ii a mix ture of traaitiona { ana
imy rovis ecf 'Dance s, we wi {{ ta/i,e it in turns to cfance every st ey of tfie way .
VVe invit e a{{ aan cers/music ians or in ter estea tr av e{{ers to jo in us as we
em6ar/i, on our epic j ourney ."

I first heard the story of Kemp 's nine-day Morris dance when I joined Brackley Morris a
fe w years ago . Being a passionate dancer and fond of feats of st amina, I inst an tl y
thought - "Wow , that's something I' d love to do !"
On February 11, 2011 , I set off to
recreate Will Kemp 's dance accompanied by two friends, one dressed as a Jedi and the
other ri d ing a un icycle. I comp leted the dance in 8 days with only a few rest days along
the way .

It left me with a taste for more ...

Having completing three dances and over 350 miles in 2011 , including Glastonbury Tor
t o St Michael's Mount (160 miles solo dance with back pack) this year was time for the
bigger challenge of taki ng my long -distance morr is dancing into Europe . After meeting
up with Dana McPherson, a nomadic dancer, and sharing similar ideas it seemed obvious
for us t o collaborate .

I wan t ed t o fo llow the Apollo alignment
about it last yea r, and the route it takes
early yea rs of the Olympics a truce was
fr eedom of movement so everybody could

of sacred sites and churches after I learned
ties in nicely w ith our Olymp ic t heme . I n the
always called dur ing the games to allow f or
t ake part .

As the games are being held in England t his year it seemed fitting to take my traditiona l
da nce to an international level and dance it home to the games . With a mission to
capt ur e people 's imaginat ion and message of unity w e'll hope to captu re t he t rue sp ir it of
the Olympics which is so often clouded by commercialism.

Drumming my f eet across t he path of the anc ient alignment I' ll hope to discover more of
the myste ry and romance of th ese places . It's a chance for me t o investigate different
folk dancing styles and cultures, which all seem an inextr icab le part of t he human
condi t io n and o ur re lationsh ip w ith mother earth and t he physical realm.

This w ill be the first part of a pla n to dance around the world in stages . Above all this wi ll
be a personal challenge f or me. A lot of peop le th ink I' m m ad and t hat 's w hy I chos e
Mind as my charity.
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Nmv read on.....
Dana and I set off from Olympia on
Olympic site/ it was strictly forbidden
told that even monks are not allowed
where English tourists recognised me

April 11th. We were not allowed to dance on the
to run or dance 1 or in fact to wear my kit. I was
in 1 in the ir robes. So we set off from the car park
as a morris dancer.

We took it in turns to dance and ride the bike with me doing the majority of the dancing.
The reaction in Greece was fantastic 1 much like in England people cheered 1 beeped and
waved as I danced down the road.

We camped out at night/ waking up to sunsh ine more often than not . The first few days
we fell behind schedule leaving us 35 miles to reach the ferry port in Patras on Friday
afternoon. It was Easter weekend; if we didn't make the ferry we had to wait another
four days. I ended up dancing the whole distance wh ile Dana cycled ahead. I ended up
making that ferry with seconds to spare 1 it really was that close. And 35 miles in under
10 hours was my biggest effort to date. I had aches where I'd never ached befo re.

Into southern Italy people were less receptive 1 almost embarrassed to look at me . The
more north we danced the better we were received. But we did have local hosts every
few nights and the Italian hospitality is incredible. I fell in love with folk dancing in
southern Italy too. Pizzica is such a vibrant trad ition. I danced all the way up Mount
Gargano to Monte Saint Angelo in scorch ing heat.

It seemed a clever idea to throw away the inner part of my tent to save weight but I
have been battling mosquitoes ever since 1 Italy being the worst place.

After two weeks of dancing long hours every day my foot became injured . Stupidly I
tr ied to endure the pain and carry on 1 causing more damage. While I was recovering
Dana decided to quit the project 1 she had been struggling. But we had danced almost
450 miles in three weeks. Three weeks was the same time it took me to dance from
Glastonbury to Michaels Mount last year 1 so this time I probably doubled the amount of
miles I had been used to.

After I recovered I tried to continue dancing but this time with my backpack . It was too
much . My injury returned.
I decided to continue on bicycle 1 at least completing the
journey by the power of my legs - still 1 of course 1 wearing my Brackley Morr is Hat! I
stopped to do a little jig in cities I passed through.

After at least six weeks in Italy I climbed the steep road to Sacra di San Michel. That
evening I set up camp early to rest well for an early start . I made camp and dinner in
the forest but it wasn't qu it e dark so I decided to take a walk as the sun set. I followed a
track from my camp 1 horrified to be confronted by three wild boars. Through Italy I w as
warned to be weary of the boars as they attack humans. I retreated but they followed
me to my camp and I fled to the road for help.
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As I was ready for bed I was wearing my black thermals which are very t ight and had a
Palestinian scarf round my head as protection from the mosquitoes. I looked like a cross
between a ninja and the taliban! Nobody would stop as I waved my arms on the road, I
found a village but nobody spoke English . Eventually a young man helped me recover
my stuff from the camp . Now paranoid about the boars I decided to sleep on a picnic
bench as it was raised but I ended up getting so badly bitten by mozzies I had to go to
hospital the next day before crossing the Alps. In the end it was sad to leave Italy as
the people were so nice.

I cycled across France in less than a week, covering 150 miles one day. I was in a hurry
to make the Solst ice celebration at Stonehenge. My back wheel got so badly buckled I
couldn't ride, I thought it was all over . I had little money, but I pushed the bike forward
and found a bike shop where the man fixed the bike up for free. France seemed more
up for my whacky eccentricity and I received many smiles both cycling and when I
danced in the cities.

After arriving at Le Mont Saint Michel I took the ferry from St Malo to Portsmouth. Within
ten minutes off the ferry in England (still in my morris hat of course) I was invited to
smoke with teenagers, tattooed men wanted me to join the ir pool team, a limo full of
girls pulled over to flirt with me and a group of ten-year-olds chased me up the street
calling me a wrong 'u n. I was glad to be home.

I realised how the English people were very open and also proud. I continued to Cornwall
and St Michael's Mount. I am now on the way back heading for London and the
Olympics, receiving great reaction from the English people.
I was very disappointed not to make the whole journey dancing . But I recently heard
that the Olympic torch is being carr ied in a van for large parts of the route so I am quite
proud of myself to complete the w hole journey by the power of my legs .

Soon I'll be dancing in
London.

Tom Clare
July 2012
Ed: See more of Tom's
adventures on his
website / blog - and thanks
to Jonathan Hooton for
alerting me to Tom's
adventures!

http://www .lifestreamfrequency .org/olympicdance .htm
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Isle of Wight Morris?
First, a little background. I only found out five or six years ago (thanks to Shirley Collins
having sung Lord Allanwater and correctly crediting her source) that my great
grandmother, Emily Agnes Stears, had been 'collected from' by Ralph Vaughan Williams
in Horsham around 1904.
To pass the time whilst at my mother's house over Christmas, I got her to dig out
various boxes of ancient family photos - she's heavily into genealogy - and so uncovered
these which I'd never seen before.
Emily Agnes Stears' father - in- law Thomas Stears (1844-1903) remarried after being
widowed and moved to Bonchurch in the Isle of Wight. He produced 8 more children
and ended up as headmaster of the small village school. I have one photograph of him
trimly but darkly bearded with a number of his grown up children, and another on his
own, by which time his beard had turned white. I'm not an expert on beard whitening
speeds so let's suppose that if that picture was taken at the end of his life, 1903, the
family group would be earlier, say 1900.

Two of the daughters in that family group
appear in this one attached,
obviously
several years younger still which could date it
circa 1898 - which appears to tie in with
known ages.

As you can see, they are wearing some sort
of dance costumes, have (morris?) bells on
their ankles and are all holding (thin) sticks.

I sent this picture to Georgina Boyes who
commented that The costumes worn by the
three girls are spot on for the Esperanceinfluenced stage of the Revival, right down to
the shoe buckles and ankle bells . But Mary
Neal didn't start all that 'til 1904, at least 6
years later.

I also turned up the other picture of maypole
dancing outs ide the school in Bonchurch.
The date is unknown, and I have no idea if
any of the daughters are included (if they
were, they'd be a lot younger still).
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So: any comments on the spread of 'Esperance-style' costumes pre-Esperance, pre turn
of century? Does anybody know of a hive of folk dance interest in the Isle of Wight at
that time? I (possibly erroneously) imagine that to have been the back of beyond in the
1890s, though I have seen reference to there being grand mansions around Bonchurch .
Perhaps these were summer retreats for the moneyed classes, so maybe there were
incomers.

Ian Anderson
January 2011

This letter was published in Musica l Traditions, and thanks to Rod Stradling for allo wing
me to reprint it here. If anyone does have any comments, please feed them back to Ian
via the magazine : Rod Stradling [rod@mustrad.org.uk]
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THE NINE HOURS WANDER
A Molly Dance from Loddon to Norwich 2012
William Kemp has been an inspiration for many a Morris side and has probably done
more than anyone to bring Morris dancing to the attention of the general public. Several
19th century Shakespearean historians wrote about Kemp's dance and this probably
helped stimulate the revival of interest in Morris dancing. Sharp mentions it in the
' Introduction to Morris Book 1' where he calls it "the somewhat ridiculous and very unMorris-like escapade". So why did Kemp do it? Certainly it was a master stroke of
publicity, generating interest and notoriety, both at the time and since . It also generated
income, though possibly not as much as Kemp would have liked as he complained that
many of those who took bets with him were proving difficult to find when it came to
collecting the money. It also set a precedent for future un - Morris-like escapades such as
his proposal to Morris dance over the Alps.
I started to become intrigued with why Kemp did it when thinking of the word ing for the
leaflet which would accompany the Norwich Kitwitches Molly Dance from Loddon to
Norwich. What was our motivation for this very un-Molly-like escapade? What should I
put in the leaflet? It seemed a good idea at the time - a light hearted comment in the
pub followed by, "Yeah, why don't we do that?" The concept was simple; emu lating
Kemp but over a much shorter distance in a twenty-fourth of the time. Misreading the
spelling and mistaking Loddon for London, did have a precedent. The original read ing of
the document in the Arderon papers (Norfolk Record Office Ms.555 fol.242v) was
Shitwitches and for quite a while, despite disapproval, we were known as the Norwich
Shitwitches.
th

That is until I decided to have a look at the original papers, (a collection of mid 18
century papers written by William Arderon F.R.S. of Norwich) then it became obvious
from a list of pubs in Norwich, that the cipher, originally interpreted as S H, bore a much
greater resemblance to the 'K' of the King's Arms, rather than the 'Sh' of the Ship. This
was confirmed later in the document by a list of "Local Words or Words and Idiomatic
proverbs in or about Norwich" which included the word Kitwitch - A Buffoon. It was
therefore only natural that London could become Loddon, a small town 12 to 13 miles
south-east of Norwich, a distance that could
easily be danced in a day and within 9
The
hours. Hence the Nine Hours Wander.

Norwich ,11,,-ei~~Au

We are a Molly gang that only dance during
the winter season - "In Christmas time and
especially
on Plough Monday" as the
Arderon papers put it.
So the date was
fixed for February 12 th , the start of half
term. This would prove a fitting end to the
season's dancing, if not providing ideal
weather
conditions.
The
idea
was
suggested and taken up enthus iastical ly by
the side . However, as the date approached
and the leaflet needed filling, the quest ion,
"Why are we doing this?" was proving hard
to answer . Possibly it was getting close to
the fundamental question, why do we Molly
Dance? Why, over boots, black trousers and
white shirts, do w e don wigs, dresses and
ba ll oons

with

the

pantomime

dame

Present:

The Nine Hours Wander

make-

A Molly Dance from

up (for both men & women alike) and all the

Loddon to Norwich 2012
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accessories that go with it? Was this approaching dangerous territory? Since the answer
was not forthcoming, the leaflet rather lamely proclaimed "The Kitwitches are dancing in
the steps of William Kemp who in 1600 Morris danced from London to Norwich".
We only get together for practices at the start of November, in order to dance out half a
dozen times in late December and January. Although there are disadvantages in this,
e.g. communication, forgetting the repertoire etc. it does have the benefit of keeping
everyone fresh. Getting together again each year has the feel of a re-union when
practising begins in earnest. We do meet up socially once in the intervening period for
the Summer Coven. Here the idea of the 9 Hours Wander gained momentum. The route
had been reconnoitred; Loddon is connected to Norwich via the A146, a busy route
which was not dancer friendly.
Therefore a route along the back roads, close to the A146, had been selected which had
the benefit of being punctuated by a series of pubs with enthusiastic landlords, including
the one at the start of the route who was happy to open and serve at 8.30am on a
Sunday morning in February. Very little attention was paid to the route at the Coven,
but this is where the sub-theme sprung to life. At the pubs, while re-fuelling, a series of
silly games - the Mollympic Games - would take place, which soon became named
Loddon 2012. This seemed to become as important as the long distance dance event.
After a successful season of dancing, culminating in the 'Mark Jones Day of Dance'
hosted by Ouse Washers (Mark was a most enthusiastic Kitwitch), two processional
dances were quickly learnt as the day loomed even closer. Still we had no idea why we
were doing it . It was not for the publicity.
We neither informed the Authorities nor
publicised the event, as we did not want to be shackled with endless Health and Safety
requirements.
As it happened, Jes Benstock, the director of 'The British Guide to
Showing Off', in which we played a minor part, had taken to the Molly and wanted to film
us for Channel 4. In the event, he was ill in bed, and had, reluctantly, to withdraw .
Although we would have welcomed being filmed, the lack of this incentive did not
dampen spirits at all.
What was more worrying
was the
weather. After a season of mild weather,
the temperatures dropped and the week
before the Wander date there was a heavy
snowfall.
Although no more fell in the
following week, and the roads became
passable, it still stayed below freezing and
more snow was forecast. As it happened,
there was only a small sprinkling of snow
the night before and the decision was
taken to go ahead. The side met in the
King's Head, Loddon at 8.30 that morning.
There was a subdued start
as we
pondered why we had got up early on a
cold February Sunday. The first leg was
hardly daunting, a dance of a few hundred
yards over the River Chet and to the first
pub in Chedgrave, The White Horse.
Here, after another pint there was the first
photo: Christina Crease
of the Mollympic Games - the Breast
Stroke - i.e. to see whose balloon, after
suitable treatment, would stay attached to the pub ceiling for the longest time. We set
off again, under leaden skies amidst the snow, still uncertain as to why we were doing it.
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This was a longer section,
and after crossing the A146,
we danced as far as a
former pub. Here we halted
and used the hip-flasks to
drink a toast to the old Red
Lion.
The new occupants
came out and, after refusing
the hip flask, offered to refill it with some excellent
rum. In return we danced
the
College
Hornpipe.
Onward we danced and
reached
The
George
&
Dragon at Thurton,
and
spirits
had improved
so
much, that even finding the
pub shut did not seem a
problem . We performed the
Synchronised
Swimming
photo: Christina Crease
(with shower caps) whilst
wait ing for the pub to open, before being enthusiastically entertained.
The sun broke through and the temperatures increased as we danced towards the half
way point, The Wheel of Fortune at Alpington.
Here, in even better spirits, after some
excellent refreshment we partook in a game of Bitch Volleyball, in the court set up by
the advance party. And so on to a short stretch on the verge of the A146 and The Gull
at Framingham Pigott.
It was a pleasant surprise that we were in advance of the
predicted time. Out of the back of the pub there was a vigorous contest of Putting the
Handbag. The temperatures were now well above freezing and a thaw was setting in.
There was then a long stretch to the Norwich southern by-pass, which passed
surprisingly quickly and after dancing over the by-pass (on a bridge) we made our way
down to The Crown Point at Trowse . Here the preferred game was from the winter
Olympics, Curling (of the hair). It was now dusk and the final section, on pavements,
into Norwich was danced in the gloom, up Bracondale, to the welcoming King's Arms, on
Hall Road.
We had made it and in
9 hours, including pub
stops. Although heavy
rain put paid to the final
Mollympics
event,
of
Dwile Flonking, we hope
just to postpone this
event until the Summer
It had been a
Coven.
very
successful
day.
And then we knew why
we did it. It was just
tremendous
fun.
In
fact, we had so much
fun it almost hurt.
Jonathan Hooton
March 2012

photo: Howard Templeton
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May Day Mice - A Review
It's not very often that 'Morris Matters' includes a review based on the magazine 'Simply
Knitting', and it's with the same frequency that this reviewer finds the obligation to
contribute one! However, its May edition (issue 93) must not pass without comment, not
so much for its content as for its freebie inclusion.
The bonus supplement was entitled 'May Day Mice - the Alan Dart Collection', its cover
resplendent with cutesy knitted rodents dressed as morris dancers, May Queen and
attendants, and a Jack- in-the-Green (sic): there was even a knitted maypole and six
little dancers each bearing a ribbon! The blame for my stumbling across this and the
fascination it engendered goes to Linda Heath (former Fleur de Lys Morris and Reading
Cloggie) at whose house I was staying during Guildford's Summerpole celebrations - so
much so, I had to go out to W.H. Smith's the following day and buy myself a copy!
As I

hope the
photographs
show, the detail
behind
each
figurine is little
short
of
amazing.
The
morris dancers
(gender
and
ethnicity
indeterminate!)
hold
knitted
sticks.
wear
identifiable
bell
pads
and
decorated hats;
the
tiara wearing
May
Queen holds a
posy
and
is
enrobed with a crimson train; each attendant wears a garland around its head; and the
'Jack-in-the-Green
is swathed in lincoln green and holds a staff. Even the (knitted)
maypole has a floral bush at its top from which the ribbons depend.
The historian within me would have to comment that the 'Jack - in-the -Green' owes more
to the Jack o' the Green character depicted in William Hone's 'Everyday Book Volume 2'
rather than the walking shrubbery that both Hastings and Rochester take as its central
tableau today. The morris 'set' depicted comprises four dancers rather than six
(Pedant!). Also, the juxtaposition of Jacko' the Green, May Queen, maypole and morris
dancers probably hasn't been seen 'in the tradition' since the St Mary Cray pageants of
the 1890s - and even that was a creative reconstruction!
I also note there was a Jack in the Green competition held at Godinton House and
Gardens near Ashford over this year's May Bank holiday weekend where children were
encouraged to dress as one - and I don't suppose any laurel bushes or ivy excesses
were plundered in the process by such infants. Hopefully this isn't another misnomer in
its ascendancy.
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Of course, we are currently in a time-frame with Royal
Jubilees and games Olympic, and who could forget last
year's Royal wedding from which that magnificent
tome 'Knit Your Own Royal Wedding' emanated?
Okay, hands up!

However, anyone out there with too much time on
their hands and is single - minded to extreme will want
to make enquiries. Full knitting and construction
directions are given in the 32 page booklet which is
only obtainable with the main magazine. Back copies
may be purchased from Future Publishing Ltd., 30
Monmouth Street, Bath, BAl 2BW and are priced
£4.99 (exclusive of postage and packing).

You know you want to!!

George Frampton
May 2012
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Ten thousand hours ........
.
From New Scientist 4 Feb 2012
A review article about "flow" explored the feeling of effortless
characterises outstanding performance in all kinds of skills.

concentration

that

According to researchers in Florida, it normally takes 10,000
hours of practice to
become expert in any discipline. Over that time you wire up brain circuits to allow you to
execute the skill automatically without consciously considering each action.
It has been further broken down into various aspects: firstly an intense absorption
making you lose all sense of time; next "autoteliciity" - the sense that the activity you
are engaging in is rewarding for its own sake. Third, finding the sweet spot - your skills
are perfectly matched to the task so you are neither frustrated nor bored. And finally
automaticity - the sense "the piano is playing itself"
So now you know how long it takes to dance the morris without thinking about
it!
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Thrales Rapper at DERT 2012 (photo: Sue Swift)

Newcastle

Kingsmen

at DERT 2102 (photo: Sue Swi~)
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The Rapperlym pies (DERT)
March 3dh to April 1st 2012 LONDON
DERT moves each year between cities, last year was Oxford, this year it was in London
hosted by Thrales Rapper. In March 2012 the country, and London in particular, was in
the throes of gearing up to the Olympics, so it was entirely appropriate that DERT this
year became The Rapperlympics - an international sword dancing rampage across the
capital. With the base camp and sleepover at Cecil Sharp House in Camden, a fleet of
route-master buses to and from Soho and walking tours between eight of the choicest
pubs in London, workshops, entertainment from Alastair Anderson, Bernard Puckett,
Haddo, Panjandrum and Hackney Colliery Brass Band, this busy weekend was definitely
something not to be missed.
This year I was a judge . Despite my long history in morris dancing and all that goes with
it, and a brief period of longsword dancing in the 80s, my time in rapper sword dance is
limited. I was drawn into play ing for Mabel Gubbins Rapper by Sally Wearing in 2006
while I contemplated moving back from Belgium to the UK. My first ever attempt to play
for the team was for their competition dance at DERT in York, but the excitement (or
maybe the overwhelming anxiety) of the performance kept me coming back for more
over the following years. Being part of MG was fun as I learnt to cope with the demands
of the dance as well training myself to play at high speed . This year, having handed over
the role of Mabel's muso to others, I found myself unexpectedly free to become a judge
for a day. It has been many years since I helped to set up the rules for the morris
competitions and my judging skills were probably a little rusty but with a little
concentration I was able to remember the thin line between positive and negative
feedback, the potential traumas of intense argument and the pressure of it all. So, after
a rushed breakfast and pleasant bus ride, there I was in the Three Greyhounds in a state
of heightened anticipation, pen and paper at the ready wondering how I'd cope .
Fortunately there was excellent support in the form of our steward Catherine and a
companionable co-judge Colin Messer, not to ment ion a steady flow of forms to complete
interspersed with useful discussion. The adjudication was stunningly demanding so that
not only did the day pass in a flash but not a drop of alcohol touched my lips until it was
all over! In our pub there were performances from 19 teams in 5 groups of 3-4. Ten
minutes was allowed for each teams compr ising 5.5 minutes for the performance in total
(announcing, coming on, dancing, getting off) and 4.5 minutes to judge over five
categories with a long list of positive and negative criteria in each category and the need
to write useful comments for the team that might help them improve for the future.
Of course this was a challenge. Sett ing the marks based on the standard of the first
team while allowing enough flexibility to mark up or down is hard even if you are familiar
with the majority of the teams competing. Harder still is the ability to say something
clear, specific and constructive without too much repetition. For some reason it was
easier to pick holes in the performance of the good teams than the less good teams, who
seemed to warrant only encouragement of general nature.
The marking system is quite complex and can be handled in different ways which can
lead to wild swings in the final scores. As an example, the criteria for judging stepping
has 9 points that are considered good (including judging the variety of stepping with
interesting variations) and 8 po int s that are considered bad (including judging the team
to have poor stepping with muffled or missing taps, scuffing, faking etc.). Similarly for
presentation, the 9 good points include that all performers appear confident and positive
throug hout dance whereas the 9 bad points include kit that affects how people dance, for
instance by restricting movement.
15
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So you can start with a score of 10 and take off points for bad things and add on points
for good things so with 5 categories and 8-9+'s or 8-9 -'s for each team in the 4.5
minutes allowed for judging and writing comments that adds up to making decisions on
85ish aspects of each team's performance in about 2 minutes. So the other option was
the one I choose where the first score is set based on a generalised perception of the
quality of the performance then all others are marked slightly up or down in relation to
that first team. At least then there was more than 2 minutes to write those few crucial
words of positive feedback and critica l appraisal.
The prize giving resulted in apparent ecstasy for some teams, sad disappointment for
others . There was a sort of deja-vu about the repeated success of Newcastle Kingsmen
who were their usual fantastic selves although the number of trophies they won d id
seem slightly excessive. It was good to see the Derty (youth) prizes going to rising stars
Heage Trailblazers and Shawlands Hillbillies. In the adult classes, the Newcomers prize
went to Sisters in Arms and the Alternative Style prize to Bright Furnace.
Maltby
Phoenix and Silver Flame won the Open and Olympic Classes, Sallyport won the
Traditional and the Character prizes and Newcastle Kingsmen won everything else.
So is DERT about the winning or the taking part? While it is the competition that makes
the dancers, musicians and characters work hard all year (just like continuous quality
improvement), it seems that it is the event itself that is the highlight of the rapper year.
Here Rapperlympics excelled with their imaginative programme and grinding effort of
organisation. I didn't win anything but I certainly loved taking part.

Sue Swift
July 2012
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Morris in the News - Nineteenth Century
I was browsing web sites and while in the 'nineteenth century newspapers',
Morris Dancing to see what came up. There was a whole range, so I have
of them to show the range of interest and awareness of morris in Victorian
how some stories and theories of origin seem to go round in cycles;
commented on the veracity of these. You can make up your own minds ......

Jvt_orningPost ( London , 'Eng{and) of January

idly typed in
copied a few
days - also
I have not

10 t " 1843

These were the holiday times of workers when their leisure hours were devoted to
athletic exercise, wakes, feasts and merry makings. Nay so little did they at first relish
even the gravity of the reformation that James the First, anxious to conciliate for it the
affections of all his subjects, enacted that did in service in the churches should on the
Sunday afternoon be shortened, in order to allow the people t ime to indulge even on this
day in their favourite amusements of morris danc ing, racing, leaping and wrestling .......

Tfie 'Era (Lonaon 'Eng{and) of .Jtyri{ 16, 1852
"It has been 11 , once wrote an acute observer, "a maxim among all great and wise nations
to encourage public sports and diversion.
The advantages that arise from them to a
state; the benefits that are to al l degrees of the people the right purposes they may be
made to serve in troublesome times have generally been so well understood by the
ruling powers. That they have seldom permitted them to suffer from the assaults of
narrow-minded and ignorant reformers" Certainly our ancestors were wise when they
appointed amusements for the people, and not the less so, perhaps, because they often
summoned Robin Hood, Maid Marion and their merry crew to close with sportive
merriment the motley ceremonies of a holy appointed day. This was the calendar at
once devotion's diary, and mirth's manual. Every holiday had its due share of masking,
morris dancing, May-games and stage plays and though we have none now like Will
Kempe, 11the comical and conceited jest-monger and viceregent to the ghost of Dick
Tarleton 11 (another Elizabethan entertainer who played and danced jigs to entertain) to
do honour to Easter by dancing the morris with his merry men of Gotham, as recorded in
his "nine daies wonder from London to Norwich 11 there is no lack of liberal caterers ready
to do observance to this, the earliest festival of the year."

Worces ter Journa{ of

2

:Jevruary,

1855

The Weather

The frost which commenced last week has continued in increased intensity during the
present, accompanied by biting 'Nor'Easters' . The surface of old Sabrina's stream was
covered over with a crust of ice above and below bridge on Wednesday night, and today
(Friday) some boys have been bold enough to try its strength. Skaters have had a rare
time of it during the week on the frozen surface of pools in the neighbourhood. "morris
dancing has been resorted to by select parties of 'frozen-out watermen' who have
endeavoured by their grotesque movements to excite the sympathy of the kind-hearted
and compassionate.
11

Jvt_ancfiester'Times of June

18, 1853

Buxton - the well dressing .....

Morris dancing and other amusements
novel, viz :

will enliven the scene, one feature

being quite

A number of young girls, from ten to fifteen years of age, are in rehearsal to dance on
the occasion and no doubt the effect will be very pleasing.
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CfiesfiireOvserver and"Cfiester,'Birfienfiear£,Crewe and":Nortfi VVestTimes of
24

'December

1863

Apart from the sentiment of the day, the customs that attend its celebration are as
interesting as they are singularly national. Bringing in the yule log and Morris dancing
formerly constituted very prominent features in the great annual entertainment, but we
have abandoned them and retained in preference equally ancient and amusing
observances.
The holly branch and mistletoe (sic)
have the same place in the
programme they ever held and it cannot be said that 'kissing under the bush' is less
popular at present than it was with the fair ladies and beaux of yore! Dancing, as now
practised, must certainly be more elegant than that which the old chroniclers describe as
being the fashion in their days, and if the 'cheer' our ancestors rejoiced in was abundant
and good, ours must be both more plentiful and better, for the simple reason that our
means are greater and the cooking perfect!

:Newcast{e Courant of

30

:May 1879

In the olden times the Whitsuntide holidays were kept at home, for travelling was an
expensive business and curious sports were joyously indulged in by our forefathers,
which are now only remembered in history. One very peculiar festival, however, was
revived with much enthusiasm, many years ago at Lichfield, the birthplace of Dr
Johnson, and this comparatively insignificant country town has been since then a centre
of attraction for thousands of holidaymakers ...to witness the procession of the Lichfield
"Greenhill Bower" on Whit Monday. Throughout the days the bells of St Mary's church
make merry music, the streets are decorated with gay triumphal arches and the houses
and shops hang out banners and flags with various devices. The crowning ceremony of
the day is a procession of the Mayor and the civic authorities preceded by constables
with halberds and Morris dancers, dancing sarabands and clashing their staves. The
principal character in the procession is " A Knight of Lychfeld, Tern, Richard III, in
Bataille araie, bearing in his banderolle ye Cross Sainte George' hys hors rich with
trappings"
Alter passing through the principal streets of the town, on the way going round Dr
Johnson's house and statue, the party enter the decorated "Bower" on the Greenhill and
partake of good old English fare, drink various toasts and then return to the Guildhall,
leaving the histrionic portion of the party to go round the city, calling at the houses of
the wealthy citizens and inviting them to visit the "Bower" and partake of its good cheer.
The origin of this singular custom is lost in the mists of antiquity. It is supposed to be
derived from the May-day assembly of the citizens mentioned in the laws of Edward the
Confessor - recalling a time England needed in a peculiar sense, rapid gatherings of
armed men to defend it from "all foreigners and enemies" ........ It is certain, however,
that this "court" or military review existed long before the charter of the incorporation of
the City and must, therefore, have been known more than five hundred years ago.
Originally it is known to have possessed the semi-religious character of the middle-age
festivals, being then performed by the public officers of the city, who were accompanied
in the public procession by the "dozeners" or constables of each ward, bearing tutelary
saints, At a later period, for this feature of the ceremony was substituted representatives
of the Incorporated Companies, bearing posies or emblems of their respective trades.

It is obvious that in the Lichfield Festival there is a combination of the Whitsun Morris
Dancing, Chivalric Tournaments and Mystery Plays. Its "Tom Fool and Maid Marian"
represent the "Robin Hood and Maid Marian" of the medieval and later times, and the
Armed

Knight

is a relic of Kings Arthur's

Round Table,

the romance of "Bevis of Hampton"18

when

in full court,

as described
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"In somer at Whitsuntide
When knightes most on horsebacke ride
A cours let they make on a daye
Steedes and palfrays for to assaye
Which horse that best may ren"
The Morris Dance long survived the more Knightly performance. In the reign of Queen
Elizabeth and still later it was in great favour. Its performance included five characters,
who went through their parts as in a play. Maid Marian, as Queen of the May, is wooed
by Robin Hood, a frere or friar, representing Friar Tuck; a minstrel or "taborere" and a
"disard" or fool, complete the group. A painted glass window of Henry VIII's time, in an
ancient mansion at Betley, in Staffordshire, represents Maid Marian in a rich costume of
the period with a golden crown on her head and a red pink, supposed to be an emblem
of summer, in her left hand . The Friar is of the Order Grey, with russet habit and
stockings; the Fool has a cock's comb and bauble ......

.'A.VVfiitsun 'Pastime - in 'Belfast J\fews-{etter of 8 June 1892
Among the many quaint and curious festivities by which the season of Whitsun tide was
wont to be celebrated in the England of medieval times, none is more interesting than
that known as the "Morris Dance". Frequently alluded to by writers of the Shakespeare
period, it is more than once spoken of by Shakespeare himself. Thus in "All's Well that
Ends Well" the clown is made to describe something as being "fit as morris for a Mayday" while in the second part of "King Henry VI" the Duke of York declares he has seen
Jack Cade "caper like a mad Morisco" but perhaps the best known passage is that in
Henry V where the Dauphin of France twits the English people with their love of these
gaieties in the following words,
And let us do it with no show of fear;
So I with no more than if we heard that England
Were busied with a Whitsun Morris Dance
It is now generally believed by antiquarians that the old English Morris dance, so
universal a favourite in the 18 th century, came through Spain from the Moors, and that it
was originally
identical w ith the fandango, or great Spanish dance . That it was of
Moorish origin its name plainly shows. Morisco is the Spanish for Moor and the dance is
found in France so early as the 15t h century where it rejoiced in the title Morisque, a
word intermediate between the Spanish Morisco and the English Morris. In the earlier
mention of it, however, in English literature it is called severally Morisco, Morisca and
Morisk. and it was, no doubt, introduced by dancers from Spa in and France into England .
....In some later representation a hobby horse was introduced, which addition would
seem also to be of Spanish origin, since the Spaniards in their Morisco had the same
hobby horse under the name of carasca. Sometimes too a dragon was brought in. Thus
in Sampson's play, The Vow-Breaker
or Fayre Maid of Clifton, 1833, one of the
characters in a Morris says "I'd be a fiery dragon", on which he who had undertaken the
part of hobby horse declares, "I will be a thund'ring Saint George as ever rode on
horseback"
The churchwardens books and the various records of the old parish churches contain the
most reliable accounts of this quaint old pastime, for in those good old days these
festivities were carried on in each parish with much splendour and the expenses
appertaining
to them were usually defrayed by the parish and charged in the
churchwardens accounts ..... at Kingston-on-Thames,
dated 1537-8,
thus enumerates
the wardrobe of the Morris dancers, then in custody of the churchwardens "A fryer's cote
of russet, and a kyrtele weltyde w ith red cloth, a Mowrens (Moors) cote of buckram and
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four Morres dauncers cotres of white fustian spangelid and to gryne saten cotes and
disardes Uesters) cote of cotton, and sic payre of garters with belles."
The last mentioned item of the bells also points to the Moorish origin of the dance. These
bells, which were usually hung round the legs, varied in number, but sometimes reached
from twenty to forty. They were at one time even designated by special appellations, this
there was their first or forebell, the second bell, the treble, tenor, bass and double bell.
Sometimes the bells were jingled in the dancer's hands or placed on the arms or wrists.
So late as the reign of Queen Elizabeth the scarves, ribands and laces of the Morris
dancers were hung all over with gold rings, and even precious stones, while the
handkerchiefs (or napkins, as they were then called) were held in the hand or tied from
the shoulders,. Sometimes, too, their hats were ornamented by a feather, and
sometimes with the further decoration of a nosegay, or with an herb called "our lady's
cushion"
In the days of the Stuarts, Morris dancing was extremely popular in England. A curious
tract published in Charles I's reign and entitled "Mythomistes" speaks of "the best taught
country Morris dancer with all his bells and napkins".
The good folk of Herefordshire seem to have been as celebrated for their morris dancing
as for their longevity; for in a pamphlet of James I's time a party of Herefordshire Morris
dancers are described whose combined ages made up 1,200 years. This seems scarcely
credible, yet a little later the names of a party of dancers are given, the youngest of
these youthful creatures being 79 years old while the ages of the others ranged from 95
to 105, making a total of 800 years. We can only say that this Morris Dance seems to
have been a life and health preserving pastime.

[Ed - this pamphlet is the one reputedly written by Will Kemp noted at the end of this
selection of news clippings]
In the present day there does not seem to be any traces of this strange old custom.
During the earlier years of the present century however, the Morris was not at all
uncommon in Herefordshire. It was also danced at the same period in Gloucestershire,
Somerset and Wilts and for most of the counties near London. Hone, the author of the
"Everyday Book" declares he saw a troop of Herefordshire Morris dancers in Goswell
Street Road , London in 1825; while Mrs Baker, in the "Glossary of Northamptonshire
Words" published in 1854 speaks of them as still to be met with there; and Halliwell, in
his "Dictionary of Archaic and Provincial words" alludes to the Morris dance as still a
common practice in Oxfordshire, though the famous costume of the dancers had
dwindled to a few shabby ribbons stuck here and there on their everyday dress.

Many readers will be familiar with the quote about Herefordshire morris but Just to
remind or introduce you to some of it: the dancers alluded to above were mentioned in a
pamphlet ascribed to Will Kemp [now taken with a large pinch of salt]. Of those
performing these feats, three were said to be 108, the youngest man 97 and one no less
than 120, being Old Meg, the only woman, the "Maid Marian" of the Morris Dance, which
was blended with the popular fable of Robin Hood. Three of the men were stated to have
fathered children in their late years, one with a wife who gave birth at age 54! Eighteen
dancers were reported as having a total age of 1837! The whole document is very
flowery but it makes for a good yarn.
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"Old Meg of Her eford shire for a Mayd Marian, and
Hereford towne for a Morris- dance; or twelve
Morris-dancers in Herefordshire of 1200 years old"
was registered at Stationers' Hall on June 20,
1609 .
"But now give way for the Maide-marrian, old Meg
Goodwin the famous wench of Erdisland, of whom
Maister Weauer, of Burton that was fourescore &
ten yeares old, was wont to say, she was twentie
yeares elder then he, and he dyed ten yeares
since. This old Meg was at Prince Arthurs death at
Ludlow, and had her part in the dole, she was
threescore yeares (she saith) a Maide, and twentie
yeares otherwise, thats what you will, and since
hath beene thought fit to be a Maide-marrian. "

The courts of kings for stately measures: the Citie
fo r light heeles and nimble footing: the Country for
shuffling dances: Western-men for gambou ls:
Middlesex - men for trickes aboue ground: Essex
t.ONDON
l'lialodl'o,
Joki 111>1&(,
,nd ll( 10 be(old~I hi, tl.or,s
menf or the Hey: Lancashire men for the Horne&btVcol
SQUt
h doorcoCp...:.,,,
pypes:
Worcester-shire for Bagpypes: but
160•
Hereford-shire for a Morris-daunce, puts downe ,
not onely all Kent, but verie neare (if one had line enough to measure it) three quarters
of Chr iste ndome .
Ye seruants of our might ie King,
That came f rom court one hundred m ile
To see our race, and sport this spring:
Ye are welcome, that is our Country st ile,
And much good doe you, w e are sorie,
That Herefo rd hath no better for yee .
A Horse, a Cocke, Trainsen t s, a Bull,
Primero, Gleeke, Hazard, Mumchance :
These sports through time are grow ne so
dul l,
As good to see a Morris dance .
Which sport was promised in iest,
But payd as tr uly as t he rest.
A race (quoth you) behold a race,
No race of horses but of men,
Men borne not ten miles from this place,
Whose courses outrun hu ndreds ten .
A thousand yeares on te n mens backs,
And one supplies what other lacks .
This speech spoke n, old Hall st ruc ke vp and t he Morri s-da uncers fe ll to footing , whi lest
the Whiflers in t heir office, made roome for t he Hobby-horse .
And howe doe you like t his Mor r is-daunce of Hereford-shire? Are t hey not braue olde
you t hs? Haue they not the righ t foo t ing the true tread? comely lifeting vp of one legge ,
and actiue bestowing of the other? Kemps Morr is to Norw ich, was no more to t his, then a
Gall iard on a common stage, at the end of an old dead Comed ie, is to a Caranto daunced
on the Ropes.
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CD review: The Traditional Morris Dance Album
When I first saw the cover of The Traditional MORRIS DANCE music album - a fake inn
sign with a typically distinctive picture of Bampton Morris by Karen Cater (of Hedingham
Fair) - I was irresistibly reminded of those albums found in the departure lounge of
international airports, the ones designed to tempt departing tourists into taking some
last minute cultural memento back with them.
And, to be honest, the traveller could do worse than succumb to the impulse. For this is
undoubtedly English music, played by those steeped in the current form of the tradition.
The musicians are Chris Bartram (fiddle) and Keith Holloway (melodeons) "who grew up
playing for the traditional morris sides at Abingdon, Berkshire [sic]" with Dave
Townsend, Charles Spicer, Phil Humphries and Charlie Marsden completing the line-up
"for the North-West tunes on this album".
Of the 21 tracks, three are labelled simply as "North-West" - sets of tunes presumably
used for dances from that region, but their provenance is not given. This is in stark
contrast to the remaining tracks, each of which is labelled with the name of the English
village [i.e. Cotswold Morris tradition] from which it is supposed to have arisen. The
back-cover continues the heritage theme, pointing out that the tunes were written down
"in the first quarter of the twentieth century by people such as Cecil Sharp and George
Butterworth". But this is not a CD of tunes discovered by scholarly research. Rather it is
a set of tunes learned, through the aural tradition, by Bartram and Holloway that happen
to be directly derived from those collected at the turn of the twentieth century. Most are
well known in the Morris world, with the exception perhaps of two Abingdon tunes
(Green and Gold and Princes [sic] Royal). The tunes are not played for dancing, though
Bartram (who wrote the sleeve-notes) says they are played "appropriately".
Perhaps
this refers to the sequences of A and B music and the 'slows' in certain tunes?
But if not played for dancing, then what? To me, this CD is best thought of as a music
session (though it is a high quality studio recording) with the titles drawn almost
exclusively from a particular canon - though the appearance of the three North-West
sets and a token Border Morris tune (Dilwyn) comes as a bit of a surprise. As such, it
works well enough: the musicianship is crisp - Holloway's fingering is exemplary in the
rapid passages in Rigs of Marlow - and the NW sets fairly rattle along with some fine
snare-drumming from Marsden (though the bass drum for the Lass of Dallogill set is
lumpen, dragging the life away from the tune). I enjoyed the mix of instruments used
throughout, every set was different and the inclusion of song introductions (Jackie to the
Fair, Constant Billy) was both refreshing and a suitable reminder of the heritage of these
tunes.
First released in 1998 on the MCI label, this CD re-issue is from Talking Elephant
(TECD200). I imagine it is intended to appeal both to the next generation of morr is and
folk enthusiasts and also to a wider festival audience. Whether it will succeed in this,
however, remains to be seen. As a dancer I wanted more 'attack' in the music, so
perhaps there is a risk that the 'session' approach will be too bland for some whilst the
'heritage' choice of morris tunes proves too specialist for others.

Jerry West
July 2012
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CD review: The Morris On Band
Talking Elephant have released another title in the "Morris On" franchise ... The Morris On
Band (TECD206). This CD is a compilation of previously released material taken from the
albums Morris on the Road, Great Grandson of Morris On and The Mother of all Morris
(and all credit to Talking Elephant for stating this clearly on the back cover). So fans of
the Guv'nor will either have these jewels in their collection already, or will have taken a
conscious decision not to bother.
Th is suggests the CD is aimed at those who have not yet experienced the Ashley
Hutchings phenomenon. One interpretation might be that this is Morris On for a new
generation, but the tunes, although executed with verve and panache are not, as was
the original, qualitatively different from what has gone before. Indeed, they are
instantly recognisable as the Morris On sound. Nonetheless, they do represent a
comprehensive cross-section of the Electric Morris genre with 16 tracks totalling 23
tunes and a further three of Hutchings' self-penned songs . And, as always, the
musicianship of the Band can hardly be faulted, though a tendency to self-congratulation
and a preference for "a good thrash" sometimes seems to sneak through.
Will this CD introduce the man that the sleeve-notes call "the Alchemist of Electric
Morris" to a new audience? Probably yes; I can see festival goers enjoy ing it immensely,
and if you've not experienced Electric Morris before, this is the definitive sound. But
does it belong on your shelves? Well, that depends very much on what's there already
and what you feel about Hutchings' form of folk rock and its application to the morris
canon.
Jerry West
July 2012
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FRONT COVER
Eachcharacteris only a very rough representationof the manyfacetsof the morris world.
Evenso, wereyou able to identify them? Let's see how you got on.....

Phoenix Hook Rogue Coventry Fiddle ButtercrossSeven Gog Bampton
Morris
Morris Eagle Morris Morris Sticks
Belles Champions
Magog Men
Wild
Hunt

Flaming izzy Fabulous
Slubbing Hips& Rock SevenVictory
Morris
Morris DrippingFezHeads Billys Haws Hopper Champions
Men
X
Green

Hart

Man
Morris
& Sword

And
Sole

Loose
Women
Spank
The
Plank

Berkshire
Bedlams

No
FullMoon Mock Royal Beetle Bedford- Scrambled
Mean
Shire
Leggs Feet
Morris Beggar Liberty Crushers
Lace

Witchmen
Mad
Jacks Acorn
Pagan Morris Morris

Bacup

Coco
Nutters

Fleet Marlings Black
Pig
Morris
Border

Great
Bustards
of Wilts

PoacherDuckling
-ton

Morris Morris

,. Ok... So I'm biased - I mention them twice!

BACIC COVER
Thefront pageis duplicated,but wherethe MorrisMatterslogowasdisplayed,
a furtherten wereadded:
Kettle
Bridge

Clogs

Treacle
Eaters
Traditional

Leicester Bampton
Morris Morris
Dancers

Windsor
Morris

Apple
Jacks

Cry
Havoc

Kennet

Morris

Men

Boggarts
Widders Breakfast

Key to the Teams on Cover
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